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Povzetek 

V delu je kratko predstavljen program TEMPUL sa računanje radialne porasdelitve 
temperature v gorivnem elementu po pulsu. Osnova programa je difusijska enačba sa pre
vajanje toplote v cilindrični geometriji s implicitno podanim robnim pogojem na sunanji 
meji gorivnega elementa, ki je določen s empirično podano vrelno krivuljo, ki povesuje 
toplotni tok is gorivne palke in rasliko med temperaturo na povriini gorivnega elementa 
in temperaturo vrelišča vode pri danem tlaku. Kot primer uporabe programa TEMPUL so 
predstavljeni resultati analise največjega dovoljenega pulsa v reaktorju TRIGA Mark H v 
Ljubljani. 

Abstract 

The computer program TEMPUL for calculating radial temperature distribution in a 
fuel element after the pulse operation is shortly described. It is based on one-dimensional 
diffusion equation for heat transfer in cylindrical geometry and implicit boundary condition 
at the element-coolant interface, defined by empirical boiling curve, which relates the heat 
flux from the fuel rod and the difference between the fuel element surface temperature and 
water boiling point. As an example the results of such analysis of maximal allowed pulse at 
TRIO A Mark //reactor in Ljubljana are presented. 

1 Introduction 
For the analysis of boiling crisis and departure from nucleate boiling {DNS) point in 
TRIGA core after the transient the computer programme TEMPUL (l) was develo
ped, which calculates radial temperature distribution in a fuel element immediately 
after the puke. 
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The code is based on one-dimensional diffusion equation for heat transfer in 
cylindrical geometry, which is solved by finite-difference method. From initial radial 
temperature distribution in a fuel rod after the pulse, which is actually proportional 
to the power distribution, TEMPU L calculates time dependence of temperature 
distribution in fuel, inner and outer cladding temperatures and bulk coolant tem
perature as a function of time after the pulse. The boundary condition, defining the 
outer cladding temperature in contact with coolant, is given by empirical boiling 
curve, relating the heat flux from the fuel rod and the difference between the fuel 
element surface temperature and water boiling point. Constant water velocity in 
coolant channel and cosine axial power distribution are assumed [1], [2], taking into 
account, that bulk coolant temperature varies with core height and time after the 
transient. The gap between the fuel and the cladding in fuel element can be either 
taken into account or no thermal resistance at the fuel-cladding interface can be 
assumed. 

The code is provided with neccessary data-base consisting of material properties 
for several types of TRIGA fuel, so that it can be used for the analysis of pulses in 
different TRIGA cores, including mixed cores. 

TEMPUL was used for analysing the pulse operation of reconstructed TRIGA 
Mark J/reactor at "J. Stefan" Institute in Ljubljana, Slovenia. The results of this 
analysis are presented in this paper. 

2 Physical model 

The programme solves the heat diffusion equation in one-dimensional cylindrical 
geometry using simple finite-difference method: 

Vr[A(r,T)VrT(r,t)] = p(r,T)cp(r,T)?^& - q{r,t), (1) 

where A is thermal conductivity {W/cm°C), p is material density {g/cm3), cp spe
cific heat capacity {J/g°C), q is volumetric thermal source strenght (W/cm*), T 
temperature (°C) and r radius (cm). 

In adiabatic approximation we assume that during the pulse there is negligible 
heat transfer from fuel element to the coolant. According to this assumption tem
perature distribution in fuel rod during the pulse and immediately after the pulse 
is proportional to the power distribution in the fuel. Peak fuel temperature thus 
appears at the outer edge of fuel rod (at the boundary fuel-cladding) and not in the 
center as it is normal in steady-state conditions. Due to released energy during the 
pulse the temperature in a fuel rod is increasing. It reaches its maximum value at 
the end of the pulse, when most of the energy is already released while heat transfer 
to the coolant is still negligible. In the model, used for calculating time dependence 
of fuel and cladding temperature after the pulse, the temperature distribution in 
a pulse is proportional to volumetric thermal source strength distribution. From 
known heat generation in a pulse ?o(r) (^-function approximation) and with the 
assumption that temperature distribution in a fuel rod before the pulse is uniform 
(T(r. t < 0) ss To), the temperature distribution immediately after the pulse can be 
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calculated: 

t» O: r<r,0) . »(r)/ Kr,T)^(r,r}J + 7V 

An example of radial power and temperature distributions in a fuel rod with 
12 w/o U and 20 % enrichment immediately after the pulse is presented in Fig. 1. 
It was calculated for steady-state conditions with transport code WIMS-D/4 {3} in 
unit cell approximation. 

1.5 2.0 
r (cm] 

Figure 1: Relative radial power and temperature distributions f(r) and T(r) in a 
fuel rod immediately after the pulse. v 

For times t > 0 the internal source of heat is isero and the differential equation 
becomes homogeneous: 

Vr[A(r,T)VfT(r,01 - ^ T M r . r j ^ M 

The boundary condition at the cetttettine of fuel rod is set to: 

(2) 

VrT(rf*)Uo * ° (*) 
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Second boundary condition, defining the temperature at the external surface of 
fuel element in connection with the coolant, can not be expressed explicitly, because 
the temperature at the fuel surface rwot( depends on the temperature of the coolant 
and also on the heat flux j o u t through the fuel element surface. The formula, which 
relates j o t l t , T ^ H and coolant temperature, the so-called boiling curve, is empirical, 
based on measurements [4], (5]. The boiling curve, used in TEMPUL, is plotted in 
Fig. 2 in log-log scale. It represents the dependence of j o u t on the difference between 
the fuel surface temperature T^u and temperature of water boiling point TM»-
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Figure 2: Boiling curve from TEMPUL. 

Ttt«U - Ttat (°C) 

The curve is divided into four regimes. Each regime is characterized by different 
heat transfer. In first regime there is no bubble formation. Heat transfer is by liquid 
natural convection. With increasing surface temperature and ATtat the bubbles 
begin to form resulting in quick rise of heat flux. This regime is called the nucleate 
boiling. At point C the heat flux is reaching the critical value, where film boiling 
occurs. This point is also known as departure from nucleate boiling, DNB. In this 
regime the bubbles become so numerous that they form an insulating layer of steam 
around the fuel element and the heat flux is significantly reduced. With further 
increase of AT,«« the temperature of the heating surface becomes so high that heat 
is transfered by film boiling and thermal radiation from the surface. This regime is 
called film and radiation regime. 

In TBMPUL the correlations for the heat flux j o t t t in all four regimes are derived 
with the assumption, that the coolant in coolant channel has a constant velocity, 
which i3 an input data, and that axial power distribution is a cosine function. It is 
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also taken into account that at given flow velocity the coolant temperature varies 
with core height and time. Two different types of coolant channels can be used, first 
one is characterized by equilateral triangular arrangement, while second one has fuel 
elements arranged in square pitch. 

3 Pulse analysis 

TEMPUL was used for analysing the pulse operation of reconstructed and upgraded 
TRIGA Mark II reactor at "J. Stefan" Institute in Ljubljana, Slovenia. In accor
dance with the operational limitations from safety report [2} during the steady-state 
or pulse operation the maximal fuel temperature should not exceed 700°C This 
limit stems from the release of hydrogen from U-ZrH fuel and the subsequent stress 
produced in the fuel cladding material. To preclude the loss of cladding integrity it 
is recommended to keep the cladding temperature below 500°C 

During the pulse in a very short period relatively large amount of energy is 
released. While fuel temperature increases immediately, the cladding and coolant 
are practically at the initial, much lower temperature. These steep thermal gradients 
result in a high heat flux from the fuel to the cladding and to the coolant. If the 
heat flux is high enough, the film boiling may occur and form an insulating layer of 
steam around the fuel elements. Film boiling significantly reduces the heat transfer 
from the fuel element to the coolant, causing the cladding temperature to increase 
and tend to approach the fuel temperature. It is necessary to investigate whether 
in such cases the cladding integrity is affected. 

The analysis of maximal allowed pulse in our TRIGA Mark II reactor, in which 
the fuel temperature at the location of peak power reaches 700°C, is shortly pre
sented here. 

Initial temperature distribution in fuel element is shown in Fig. 1. Peak fuel 
temperature appears at the fuel-cladding interface. Initial cladding and coolant 
temperature is set to 20°C. Constant flow velocity of 9 cm/o in a coolant channel 
and no thermal resistance at fuel-cladding interface (no gap) are assumed. 

Using TEMPUL time dependence of radial temperature distribution in fuel ele
ment is calculated and critical point (point C in Fig. 2), where film boiling occurs, 
identified. Coolant temperature as a function of time at the top of the core, where 
it reaches its maximum value, is also estimated. The results are presented in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4. 

In first diagram, showing the variations of heat flux after the pulse, it is seen, 
that the first boiling crisis (critical point) appears very soon after the pulse (« 
15 miliseconds after the pulse), before the bulk temperature of coolant Teooi has 
changed appreciably. The convective and nucleate boiling regimes before critical 
point are very narrow. After the boiling crisis the heat flux drops significantly 
(film boiling regime) and a relatively long period of heat transfer by film boiling 
and radiation is established. In our case this regime lasts for about 200 seconds. 
The average and outer cladding temperatures Tciad and T«,„n, which are initialy 
different, are increasing and in film boiling region rapidly approaching each other. 
In film boiling and radiation regime the heat transfer from fuel element to the coolant 
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Figure 3: Heat flux />«*, average cladding temperature Taad, cladding outer 
boundary temperature TwaU and coolant temperature at the top of the 
core Tcool as a function of time after the pulse. 
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is relatively small and very slowly changing with time. It is noticed, that Taad and 
T*au are still approaching each other and less than in 1 second after the pulse 
they became practically equal. Because of reduced heat transfer from fuel element 
while thermal gradient is still high, the cladding temperature is still increasing and 
reaches its maximum value m 530°C at approximately 1.7 seconds alter the pulse. 
Alter that it changes very slowly and only after 170 seconds T^JJ reduces enough 
to reach again the film boiling regime. Comparing to first boiling crisis the second 
film boiling regime is longer and second critical point appears M 100 seconds after 
the pulse. In nucleate boiling regime, which is following, the heat flux and both 
cladding temperatures 7 W and Tvalt rapidly decrease. About 220 seconds after 
the pulse thermal gradients are low enough to reach the convective regime and than 
the temperatures are slowly approaching equilibrium conditions. 
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Figure 4: Time variations of radial temperature distribution in fuel rod after the 
pulse. 

Fig. 3 also shows the coolant temperature in a coolant channel. It is calculated 
at the top of reactor core, where it reaches its maximum value. From the figure it 
is seen, that coolant temperature follows the heat flux variations with certain delay. 
From initial 20°C it increases to about 50"C few seconds after the first boiling crisis. 
Slight decrease of coolant temperature after that is due to reduced heat flux in film 
boiling and radiation regime. Peak coolant temperature is achieved after second 
boiling crisis about 210 seconds after the pulse, when it reaches w 63°C. However, 
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this value is of short duration and local (at the top of the core and in coolant channel 
near fuel element, where power peaking appears). The coolant temperature at the 
midplane is not exceeding 45°C. 

Time variations of radial fuel temperature distribution after the pulse are shown 
in Fig. 4. Immediately after the pulse the maximum value is at the fuel-cladding 
interface and minimum at the boundary with zirconium rod in the center of fuel 
element. Cladding and zirconium rod, both without fissile material, are in adiabatic 
approximation immediately after the pulse still at the initial temperature 20°C. 
After the pulse temperature distribution rapidly changes: at the outer boudary the 
temperature is decreasing while in the center it is increasing. The equilibrium flat 
distribution is established only after several hundred seconds. 

4 Conclusions 

The analysis of maximal allowed pulse in TRIG A Mark II reactor, in which the fuel 
temperature at the location of peak power reaches 700°C, shows, that both, fuel 
and cladding remain intact although two boiling crises appear after the pulse. Film 
boiling, which occurs in case of such pulses, has not such severe consequences as in 
case of steady-state operation. In pulse operation it makes the cladding temperature 
to increase, but even in the case of maximal allowed pulse the cladding temperature is 
not exceeding 530"C If it is also taken into account, that these calculations are very 
conservative (adiabatic approximation, no gap) and that calculated maximal values 
for temperature are very local, it can be concluded, that pulses, where maximal fuel 
temperature is below 700°C, are safe from the aspect of fuel element integrity. 
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Answers to questions from the audience 

1. What was the max inserted reactivity and peak power during the 
pulse experiments? 
During the pulse experiments maximal inserted reactivity was 2.84 $ (1.84 $ of 
prompt reactivity). Measured peak power in this puke was 981.7 MW and released 
prompt energy 12.5 MWs. 

2. What model did you use for the transition from nucleate boiling to 
film boiling? 
No special model for the transition from nucleate to film boiling is applied. Critical 
point is determinated as an intersection of heat transfer correlations for nucleate 
and film boiling. 
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